Clutter is a noise artifact in ultrasound images that appears as diffuse echoes overlying signals ofinterest. It is most easily observed in anechoic or hypo echoic regions, such as in cysts, blood vessels, amniotic fluid, and urine-filled bladders. Clutter often obscures targets of interest and complicates anatomical measurements. An analytical expression that characterizes the extent to which clutter degrades lesion contrast was derived and compared to the measured contrast loss due to clutter in a bladder phantom. Simulation and phantom studies were performed to determine ideal and achievable signal-to-clutter ratios.In vivo clutter magnitudes were quantified in simultaneously-acquired fundamental and harmonic bladder images from five volunteers. Clutter magnitudes ranged from -30 dB to 0 dB, relative to the mean signal of the bladder wall. For this range of clutter magnitudes, the analytical expression predicts a contrast loss of0-45 dB for lesions with clutter-free contrasts of6-48 dB. A pixel-wise comparison ofsimultaneously-acquired fundamental and harmonic bladder images from each volunteer revealed an overall signal reduction in harmonic images, with average reductions ranging from 11-18 dB in the bladder interior and 9-11 dB in the tissue surrounding the bladder. Harmonic imaging did not reduce clutter in all volunteers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clutter is a ubiquitous phenomenon in ultrasonic imaging. It appears as a diffuse haze and is most easily visualized in anechoic or hypoechoic regions. Clutter typically overlays structures or signals ofinterest and often degrades image contrast. In Doppler blood flow imaging ofthe heart chambers and blood vessels, clutter from the surrounding tissue and vessel walls is typically 40-1 00 dB stronger than echoes from blood' and wall filtering is necessary to observe and measure blood flow. Similarly, in cardiac B-mode imaging, clutter obstructs important diagnostic information and is one ofthe most problematic noise artifacts.' In breast imaging, clutter reduces image contrast, limits the depth at which diagnostic information can be obtained, and diminishes the ability to visualize cystic contents, calcifications, and other subtle diagnostic details." 4 The important anatomical features ofa fetus can also be obscured in the presence of strong clutter noise.' The appearance of clutter varies from patient to pa-(a) LEDIJU tient; however, it is observed to be more prevalent in overweight or obese individuals:' 7 Sources of acoustic clutter include sound reverberation in tissue layers, scattering from off-axis structures, ultrasound beam distortion, returning echoes from previously transmitted pulses and random acoustic or electronic noise." J. [7] [8] [9] [10] One method reported to reduce clutter is harmonic imaging." II In this technique, the higher harmonics generated by nonlinear wave propagation through tissue are imaged, as opposed to the first, or fundamental, harmonic ofthe transmitted pulse.l":" These nonlinear waves are not fully developed near the transducer surface, which is one postulated reason why the near-field clutter seen in fundamental images is not as prevalent in harmonic images. 14 Other explanations for clutter reduction with harmonic imaging include reduced sensitivity of harmonic beams to phase aberration and suppressed side and grating lobes. 14 -16 However, harmonic imaging does not reduce clutter in all patients; in some cases, fundamental images exhibit less clutter, while in other cases there is no difference.'. 17 There is a need for greater insight into clutter phenomena in order to design more robust methods for clutter reduction. The goals ofthis paper are to determine the effect ofclutter on lesion detectability and to quantify clutter magnitudes in simulated, phantom, and in vivo data. An analytical expression for contrast loss due to clutter is derived and compared to phantom data. Simulations and phantoms are utilized to quantify the magnitude ofclutter resulting from known sources. Images ofurine-filled bladders offive volunteers are examined to determine clutter magnitude as a function ofdistance. The effectiveness of harmonic imaging with respect to clutter reduction is analyzed with contour maps displaying pixel-wise brightness differences between fundamental and harmonic images.
II. METHODS

A. Analytical expression for contrast loss due to clutter
Consider an ultrasound image ofa hypoechoic lesion surrounded by a uniform background, as shown in the schematic of figure 1 (a). The definition oflesion contrast is taken to be (1)
where SB and SL are the mean envelope-detected radiofrequency (rf) signals in the background and lesion, respectively. The contrast can also be defined as 20 log(Ss / SJ 153 (2) where xB and XL are the background and lesion signals, respectively, in units of dB relative to the background signal. Eq. (2) is the expression for image contrast in the absence ofclutter.
When clutter noise is present, as shown in the schematic of figure I (b), the definition of contrast becomes
where S'Band S'L represent the mean value of the cluttered envelope-detected rf signals in the background and lesion, respectively, and X'B and X ' L represent the cluttered background and lesion signals, respectively, in units of dB relative to the cluttered background signal.
In the rf domain, clutter noise is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random variable that is uncorrelated with and independent of the speckle in the 'uncluttered' ultrasound image. The rf echoes used to form an uncluttered image of a diffuse speckle-generating structure can also be described by a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. IS Assuming that the cluttered image can be modeled as the sum of these two zero-mean Gaussian random variables, the result is a new zero-mean Gaussian random variable that characterizes the rf echoes of the cluttered image. After envelope detection, a zero-mean Gaussian random variable is transformed into a Rayleigh random variable. [18] [19] [20] Because the clutter and the speckle in the uncluttered image are uncorrelated and independent, the mean of the combined envelope-detected echoes (i.e., the Rayleigh random variable characterizing the cluttered image) can be expressed in terms of the means of the individual Rayleigh random variables," (4) S'L = JS: +S:
where Sc is the mean of the signal due solely to clutter.
Using Eq. (4), Eq. (3) can be further refined to give an expression for CdS in terms of the mean signals of the background, lesion and clutter
The difference between Eqs. (2) and (5) is the contrast loss due to clutter (6) By definition of the decibel, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as 1+ 10(xc-XL!/IO 1+ 10(XC-XB)/IO (7) where Xc is the signal due solely to clutter in units ofdB relative to the background signal.x.,
B. FIELD II simulations
Simulations of acoustic clutter in ideal imaging situations were performed using FIELD 11. 2 1 , 22 A 2.5 MHz, 70% bandwidth, I28-element linear array having elements with 0.48 mm lateral pitch and 1.4 mm height was simulated. The lateral transmit focus of the array was set to 6 ern. A lens provided elevation focusing at 6 ern. Dynamic focusing was applied during receive beamforming. Hanning window apodization was applied to the transmit and receive apertures. The effects of aberration, reverberation and electronic or acoustic noise were not included in the simulations.
Two targets were imaged with the simulated array. The scatterer density of each target was 10 scatterers per resolution volume. The first target was a 1.2 em (lateral) x 2 em (axial) x 1 em (elevation) block ofscatterers positioned to the right of the array's center, such that 0.6 em ofthe block and 1.2 em of anechoic space were imaged. This target was used to measure the clutter generated when scatterers were placed in one lateral tail of the beamformer' s point spread function (PSF). The second target was a 5 em spherical void within a 13 em (lateral) x 7 em (axial) x 6 cm (elevation) block ofscatterers. This target was used to simulate the bladder geometry and to measure the clutter generated from both lateral tails of the beamformer's PSF.
c. Experimental methods
A Siemens Antares' ultrasound scanner and CH6-2 curvilinear transducer (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Issaquah, WA) were used to obtain images ofphantoms and in vivo bladders. The scanner was operated in the tissue harmonic imaging mode with a transmit frequency of 2.5 MHz. The Axius Direct Ultrasound Research Interface (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Issaquah, WA) was used to acquire raw radio frequency (rf) data without significant time-gain compensation and before the application ofnonlinear processing steps. In the harmonic imaging mode, the scanner implements the pulse inversion technique,": 24 and therefore, the raw rf data consists of both normal and inverted pulse-echo signals. Fundamental images were constructed from the normal pulses and harmonic rf data was obtained by summing the normal and inverted pulse echoes. To form B-mode images, the rf data was envelope detected, normalized to the brightest point, log compressed, limited to a dynamic range of 45 dB and then scan converted.
A commercially-available CIRS (Norfolk, VA) Biometric Fetal Ultrasound Training Phantom (Model 068) and a custom bladder phantom were used to illustrate the imaging system's capability to display anechoic regions and to provide baseline measurements for the clutter analysis methods. The bladder phantom was created by submerging a water-filled balloon in a graphite, propanol and water solution (RMI (now Gammex, Inc., Middleton, WI) SuperSpheres Model TM-C, discontinued by manufacturer). Clutter was introduced into several phantom images by placing a 1 em-thick copper wire mesh at the transducer surface.
In vivo human bladder images were acquired from five male volunteers. The lateral span of the transducer was roughly aligned with the transverse plane and angled approximately perpendicular to the abdominal wall. The same data acquisition and image formation methods described for the phantom studies were used in the in vivo study. All image processing and analysis was implemented with MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), and all echo magnitude values were measured from the envelope detected rfdata. Outlines ofthe fetal phantom, bladder phantom and in vivo bladder wall were subjectively estimated from B-mode images and displayed as a visual aid during image analysis.
D. Data analysis
Contour plots and graphs of clutter magnitude as a function of distance from echo genic structures were used to assess clutter magnitudes in the simulated, phantom and in vivo images. The contour plots were created from low-pass filtered, envelope-detected data. Low-pass filtering was achieved by convolving the envelope-detected rf data with a rectangular kernel of 20 I pixels x 15 pixels, which corresponds to 0.96 mm x 4.2 mm in the simulated block image, 0.96 mm x 7 mm in simulated bladder image and 3.9 mm x 4.5 0 in the scan-converted phantom and in vivo images. The contour lines were then overlaid on an image of the echo genic border outlines. Each contour line on the plot represents the echo magnitude in units of dB relative to the mean brightness of the contour data contained within each respective outline.
Regional variations in fundamental and harmonic images were assessed with contour maps. Pre-sean-converted, envelope-detected images were low-pass filtered with a rectangular kernel of 151 x 15 pixels (which corresponds to 2.9 mm x 4.5 0 in the scan-converted image). The pixel-wise ratio between the filtered fundamental and harmonic images was then calculated and discretized into 3 dB intervals ranging from 27 dB to -6 dB.
III. RESULTS
A. Contrast loss due to clutter
The degree to which clutter degrades lesion contrast, as predicted by Eq. (7), is shown in figure 2 . The contrast loss due to clutter is plotted as a function of clutter magnitude relative to the background signal for eight values of 'uncluttered' lesion contrast. The loss in contrast increases with increasing clutter levels. Each curve asymptotes to the contrast ofthe uncluttered lesion.
B. Simulation results
The simulated block image is shown in figure 3 (a). The corresponding contour plot ( Fig. 3 (b)) shows a rapid transition from echo genic to anechoic and the spacing between the contour lines gradually increases at greater distances from the echo genic border. 
C. Phantom results
Simultaneously-acquired fundamental and harmonic images of the bladder phantom are shown in figure 4 (a) and (b), respectively. Contrast in the fundamental bladder phantom images with and without the clutter layer were calculated using two equally-sized regions (2.6 em x 0.2 ern) in the bladder and background, at a depth of 1 em from the proximal bladder boundary. (The image of the bladder phantom with the clutter layer is not shown.) Without the clutter layer, the contrast at the specified location is 29 dB. This contrast is reduced to 9 dB in the presence of the clutter-producing layer, resulting in a contrast loss of20 dB.
Contour plots ofthe fundamental and harmonic bladder phantom images without the clutter-producing layer are shown in figure 4 (c) and (d), respectively. Reverberations from the bottom of the water tank that housed the phantom are apparent in both images. The contour plots show rapid signal transitions near the echogenic borders, ranging from 0 dB to -18 dB in the fundamental image and 0 dB to -24 dB in the harmonic image. The minimum signal inside the bladder phantom is -33 dB in both the fundamental and harmonic images.
A fundamental image ( Fig. 5 (a) ) of the fetal phantom, simultaneously-acquired fundamental ( Fig. 5 (b) ) and harmonic ( Fig. 5 (c)) images ofthe fetal phantom with the clutter-producing layer placed at the transducer surface, and associated contour plots are shown in figure 5 . The contour plot corresponding to figure 5 (a) shows a steep transition from 0 dB to -36 dB near the fetal face and the dorsal side of the fetal hand. The near-field anechoic region is at most 48 dB down relative to the echogenic border.
Clutter magnitudes are greater in the hypoechoic regions to the left ofthe fetal head, in the ventricles ofthe fetal head, and underneath the fetal hand. Similar results are seen in the con- tour plot of the harmonic image without the clutter layer (not shown), where the near-field anechoic region is at most 44 dB down relative to the echogenic border.
When the clutter-producing layer is placed between the phantom and transducer, the fundamental image shown in figure 5 (b) exhibits a clutter signal that overlays the entire image and is most easily observed in the hypoechoic regions of the phantom. The accompanying contour plot in figure 5 (e) reveals that the clutter magnitude in the near-field region is on average 18 dB down relative to the fetal boundary. Clutter magnitudes are greater in the hypoechoic regions to the left ofthe fetal head and in the ventricles. The clutter-producing layer is visible at 0-1 em in the fundamental B-mode image and is 9 dB down relative to the fetal boundary. In the corresponding harmonic image ( Fig. 5 (c) ), much ofthe visible clut- .. ter is eliminated and the clutter-producing layer is no longer visualized. The accompanying contour plot in figure 5 (f) reveals that the near-field signal is on average 24 dB down relative to the fetal boundary. Clutter magnitudes are greater in the hypoechoic regions to the left of the fetal head, in the ventricles, and underneath the fetal hand.
The contrast between two regions of interest (ROIs) at the same depth, inside and to the right of the ventricles, was measured in the simultaneously-acquired fundamental and harmonic images with the clutter-producing layer. The ROIs were placed in identical locations in the fundamental and harmonic images (see Fig. 5 ). The measured contrasts (as defined by Eq. (3) , with the ventricles representing the 'lesion') in the fundamental and harmonic images were 11.8 dB and 11.5 dB, respectively. 
D. In vivo results
The in vivo study consisted of five volunteers whose ages and body mass indices (BMls) are recorded in table 1. Volunteer 2 has a BMI of 25.8, which is considered overweight." The magnitude and spatial extent ofclutter in a bladder image from this volunteer are shown in figure 6 . The contour plot ofthe fundamental image ( Fig. 6 (b) ) shows a gradual decrease in clutter as a function ofdistance from the proximal bladder wall. Near the lateral and distal bladder walls, the signal transitions are more rapid. Similarly, in the contour plot of the harmonic image ( Fig. 6 (d) ), the rate ofsignal transitions near the proximal bladder wall is more gradual than the rate ofsignal transitions near the lateral and distal walls. The minimum clutter magnitudes inside the fundamental and harmonic bladder images are -27 dB and -30 dB, respectively.
Bladder images and associated contour plots for Volunteer 1, whose BMI (30.4) is indicative of obesity," are shown in figure 7 . There is more clutter in these bladder images than in those from Volunteer 2 (Fig. 6) . As a result, the rate ofsignal transitions in the contour plots are more gradual in the contour plot ofthe fundamental image ( Fig. 7 (b) than they are in the contour plot ofthe harmonic image ( Fig. 7 (dj) , Signal transitions near the distal bladder wall are similar in both images. The harmonic image has lower clutter magnitudes than the fundamental image. The minimum magnitude in the fundamental image is -15 dB, whereas the minimum magnitude in the harmonic image is -24 dB.
E. Clutter variation with distance
Graphs of clutter magnitude in the fundamental and harmonic images of all volunteers (and of the bladder phantom displayed in Fig. 4 ) are shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively. These graphs are shown as a function of distance from four locations along the estimated bladder outlines: proximal, distal, left and right. Information for the graphs was extracted from contour-plot data by manually selecting a point (using the computer mouse) on the bladder outline and obtaining contour data along the axial or lateral line emanating from that point. This process was repeated for a minimum of 10 points at each ofthe four outline locations. To display the extracted results, contour line data for each location were averaged, normalized to the mean contour value of the selected outline points at the specified location and graphed as a function ofdistance from the corresponding location. For each location, the mean clutter magnitude of the five volunteers was calculated and displayed on the graph.
Clutter magnitudes as a function of distance from the proximal bladder wall are shown in figure 8 (a). This clutter persists well into the bladder and the mean clutter magnitude is 16.5 dB down from the proximal wall at 3 em. Figure 8 (b) shows clutter magnitudes as a function of distance from the distal bladder wall. At comparable distances, the mean magnitude is lower near the distal wall than it is near the proximal wall. For example, the mean magnitude at 1.2 ern from the distal wall is -18.5 dB, which is 7.2 dB less than the mean magnitude at 1.2 em from the proximal wall. Clutter magnitudes as a function of distance from the lateral bladder walls are shown in figure 8 (c) and (d). The means for the five volunteers are within 0.2 dB at a distance of 1.2 em from the left and right bladder walls.
The clutter magnitudes of the obese volunteer (Volunteer 1, BMI 30.4) are consistently greater than the mean of the five volunteers. The overweight volunteer (Volunteer 2, BMI 25.8) has greater clutter magnitudes than the normal-weight volunteers as a function ofdistance from the proximal bladder wall, up to about 1.6 em.
Analogous plots for the simultaneously-acquired harmonic images are shown in figure 9 . Similar to the plots for the fundamental images, the mean signal is greater at comparable distances from the proximal bladder wall ( Fig. 9 (a» when compared to the distal bladder wall ( Fig. 9 (bj) . Additionally, the mean clutter magnitudes as a function of distance from the lateral bladder walls (Figs. 9 (c) and (d) are within 0.6 dB at a distance of 1.2 em. Figures 8 and 9 can be used to compare relative clutter magnitudes in fundamental and harmonic images. For each of the four bladder wall locations, the mean clutter magnitude is lower in the harmonic images. For example, at a distance of3 em from the proximal bladder wall, the mean clutter magnitude is approximately 3 dB lower in the harmonic image ( Fig. 9 (a» than in the fundamental image ( Fig. 8 (a». At a distance ofl.2 em from the distal bladder wall, the mean signal is 3.9 dB lower in the harmonic image ( Fig. 9 (bj) than in the fundamental image ( Fig. 8 (bj) . However, when the results are compared on an individual basis, clutter reduction is greater than the mean in some volunteers and close to zero in others. For example, the fundamental image of Volunteer 1 has a clutter magnitude of-12.3 dB at a distance of3 em from the proximal bladder wall whereas the harmonic image has a magnitude of-21.3 dB at this same distance, a 9 dB reduction in clutter. Conversely, the clutter reduction for Volunteer 5 is less than 1 dB at 3 em from the proximal bladder wall.
F. Clutter reduction with harmonic imaging
Clutter in fundamental and harmonic images were compared on a pixel-wise basis with contour maps illustrating the measured signal reductions in harmonic images. A representative contour map for Volunteer 1 is shown in figure 10 . The clutter adjacent to the distal and proximal bladder walls experiences similar reductions to the surrounding tissue, in the range of9-l5 dB. The mean signal reduction in the tissue surrounding the bladders ofthe five volunteers ranges from 8-11 dB, and the average of the means is 10 ± 1.
The clutter in the interior bladder region experiences greater reductions than the surrounding tissue. This clutter is lower by 18 to 21 dB in the harmonic image of Volunteer 1 (Fig.  10 ), similar to signal reductions at the top of the image where higher-order harmonics are not fully developed. The mean clutter reduction in the bladder interior of the five volunteers ranges from 11-18 dB, and the average ofthe means is 15 ± 3 dB.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Impact and magnitude of clutter
The presence ofclutter degrades ultrasound image quality. Often, diagnoses are made using subtle brightness differences in B-mode images, where lesion contrast is on the order of 1-10 dB . 26 The presence ofclutter is therefore a serious problem, particularly when imaging small, low-contrast lesions. Clutter noise contributes to these low contrast values and the extent to which it reduces contrast is characterized by Eq. (7) .
The measured signals in the simulated data show clutter resulting from the isochronous volume ofthe beamformer's point spread function (PSF) and represent clutter magnitudes in anechoic regions under ideal imaging conditions. When the block of diffuse scatterers was imaged, the magnitude of the anechoic region to the left ofthe block was -72 dB at 1.2 em from the echogenic boundary. This is the lowest signal observed in our study and represents the clutter resulting from the presence ofscatterers in only one lateral tail ofthe beamfomer's PSF. The minimum magnitude in the simulated bladder image was -45 dB, and this represents the clutter associated with both lateral tails and the elevation response of the beamformer's PSF. Hence, when beamforming under ideal imaging conditions (i.e., no aberration, no reverberation), the resulting PSF does not introduce a significant amount ofclutter.
In addition to the clutter associated with beamforming discussed above, the phantom images include clutter originating from random acoustic and electric noise, acoustic reverberation within the transducer lens and between the transducer lens and phantom structures, echoes from previously-transmitted pulses and non-idealities in the system beamformer. The simulated bladder and the bladder phantom have comparable geometries, yet the minimum clutter magnitude in the contour plot of the simulated bladder image is 12 dB less than the minimum clutter magnitude in fundamental and harmonic bladder phantom images. The difference between minimum clutter magnitudes in the simulated and phantom images is likely due to the additional mechanisms for clutter generation.
The measured clutter magnitudes would be expected to vary with different realizations of transmit and receive apodization. An investigation of the optimal transmit and receive weighting functions is beyond the scope ofthis paper. However, the same imaging parameters, and hence the same weighting functions, were used for phantom and in vivo images, such that comparisons among them are independent ofapodization. Similarly, comparisons between the two simulated images are independent of apodization.
The minimum clutter magnitudes in the in vivo bladder images are greater than those in the phantom images. The in vivo clutter magnitudes are also different among the five volunteers, likely due to differences in bladder shapes and sizes. These differences likely contribute to differences in acoustic interaction with the surrounding tissue. For example, in figure 3 , the magnitude at 1.2 em to the left ofthe simulated block is approximately 30 dB less than magnitudes at the same distance from the lateral borders of the simulated bladder, evidence that shape and size differences contribute to differences in clutter magnitudes. Differences in volunteer BMls and in abdominal wall fat-to-muscle ratios may also be a source of the clutter magnitude differences. 14 27 There were large differences in clutter magnitudes between some of the simultaneouslyacquired fundamental and harmonic in vivo images, which is not true for the simultaneouslyacquired fundamental and harmonic phantom images without the clutter-producing layer. The inclusion ofthe wire mesh yielded similar clutter magnitudes, similar clutter magnitude differences between simultaneously-acquired fundamental and harmonic images and similar clutter reductions with harmonic imaging, when compared to some ofthe in vivo bladder images. These similarities suggest that near-field layers are a significant source of clutter.
B. Comparison of predicted and measured contrast losses due to clutter
The analytical result depicted in figure 2 can be compared to empirical measurements by using the relevant 'uncluttered' contrast curve to predict the contrast loss due to clutter. The analytical result contains an expression for clutter magnitudes relative to the background of an uncluttered image, XC-x B, However, this information is unavailable when clutter noise overlays the entire image, and two assumptions must be made in order to predict the contrast loss in such cases. The first assumption is that the cluttered image contains an anechoic region corrupted by clutter noise, which can be used to measure the signal due solely to clutter (i.e. Xc -X 'I)' Secondly, one must assume that the uncluttered background signal is much larger than the signal due solely to clutter, such that the background signals in the cluttered and uncluttered images are approximately the same (i.e. if S,» Sc' then S'B -Ss' as follows from Eq. (4). If these assumptions are true, the clutter magnitude in an anechoic region can be compared to the background signal in the cluttered image (i.e"xc-x B~» ', -x ',,;notice x c-
The above-stated assumptions are valid when the bladder phantom images with and without the wire mesh are taken to be the 'cluttered' and 'uncluttered' images, respectively. The bladder phantom is filled with water, which is known to be anechoic, and the measured envelope-detected background signals in the bladder phantom images with and without the clutter-producing layer are comparable. The measurements for CdS' C'dB' and contrast loss at 1 em from the proximal boundary were 29 dB, 9 dB, and 20 dB, respectively. According to the analytical result, on a 29 dB 'uncluttered' contrast curve, the contrast loss for a clutter magnitude of-9 dB is predicted to be 20 dB. The analytical prediction is therefore in good agreement with the empirical result. The analytical result in figure 2 can also be used to predict the contrast loss due to clutter in in vivo images (see following section).
C. Importance of clutter reduction in abdominal images
The in vivo bladder likely represents a 'best case' scenario for clutter magnitudes in abdominal images. The nearby tissues that cause clutter are farther apart in the center of the filled bladder than they are in other abdominal organs, such as the liver or kidney. By similar reasoning, clutter magnitudes in lesions and other small structures in abdominal organs are likely greater than clutter magnitudes in bladder images. The high clutter magnitudes measured in in vivo bladder images can be problematic in numerous abdominal imaging environments, such as in fetal imaging or in viewing subtle hepatic or renal masses.
Even though the urine-filled bladder is much larger than cysts, blood vessels and other similarly-sized hypoechoic structures, figures 8 and 9 show high clutter magnitudes at distances comparable to typical lesion sizes. Clutter magnitudes at these distances serve as rough estimates of the minimum clutter magnitude within small structures (e.g., cysts, tumors, blood vessels) in abdominal images.
Clutter magnitudes in in vivo bladder images range from -30 dB to nearly 0 dB relative to the mean signal in the bladder wall, and as described above, this range is taken to be the minimum amount of clutter overlaying other abdominal organs. Figure 2 shows that there is a loss of0-45 dB in contrast for the range ofclutter magnitudes observed in in vivo bladder images, where the exact value depends on the contrast that would exist ifclutter were not present. Removing this clutter would improve image contrast.
D. Clutter reduction with harmonic imaging
The fetal phantom images with the clutter-producing layer show the extent to which harmonic imaging removes clutter generated by near-field sources. The harmonic image with the wire mesh placed at the transducer surface ( Fig. 5 (c) ) appears similar to the fundamental image without the wire mesh ( Fig. 5 (a) ), especially in the near field. Additionally, the wire mesh is barely visible in the harmonic image. Results reported by van Wijk and Thijssen" show that harmonic imaging improves the near-field tissue-to-clutter ratio (TCR), as defined by Eq. (3). Existing literature14, 28 postulates that harmonic waves are not fully developed near the transducer surface and hence, they are not as sensitive to clutter-producing structures in this region. These theories are consistent with the reduced near-field clutter magnitudes and the diminished visibility of the clutter-producing layer. Further away from the transducer surface, there is less clutter reduction with harmonic imaging. Comparison of the contour plots in figure 5 reveals that harmonic imaging does not restore the near-field hypoechoic regions to magnitudes that were present before the clutter layer was introduced.
In the phantom and in vivo data, there were instances where harmonic imaging did not reduce clutter, consistent with previous studies." 17 The measured contrast, or TCR, in the ventricles ofthe fetal head is similar in the fundamental and harmonic fetal phantom images with the clutter layer, indicating that harmonic imaging did not reduce clutter in this hypoechoic region. The apparent clutter suppression in the corresponding B-mode image (Fig. 5 (c) ) is possibly due to image display settings. The dynamic range ofthe displayed images is limited to 45 dB. The clutter magnitude in the ventricles of the fundamental image is within the 45 dB limit while the clutter magnitude in the ventricles of the harmonic image is not. When the dynamic range is limited to 55 dB in the fundamental and harmonic images, the clutter in the ventricles no longer appears suppressed in the harmonic image, while the clutter in the near-field is still suppressed.
In the fetal phantom image without the clutter layer, the minimum magnitude in the fundamental image (-48 dB) is lower than the minimum magnitude in the simultaneously-acquired harmonic image (-44 dB). In the bladder phantom without the clutter layer ( Fig. 4) , harmonic imaging reduced clutter magnitudes near the echogenic border, but it did not lower the minimum clutter magnitude in the anechoic region. The in vivo results also show that there are some instances where clutter reduction with harmonic imaging is minimal.
Typical findings in literature report that harmonic images have 10-20 dB less rf signal strength than fundamental images. 14, 28 The results represented by figure 10 support these measurements and the average signal reduction in the tissue surrounding the in vivo bladders is 10 ± 1dB for the five volunteers. Although the high average (15 ± 3 dB) for clutter reduction in the bladder interiors suggests that images from all volunteers experience clutter reduction with harmonic imaging, several images show minimal clutter reduction when the signal reduction in the surrounding tissue is considered.
E. Relationship between clutter and body mass indices (BMIs)
Clinicians have observed that clutter is more apparent in overweight or obese individuals. According to standards set by the NIH National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute," our experimental study contains one obese volunteer (Volunteer 1, BMI 30.4), one overweight volunteer (Volunteer 2, BMI 25.8), and three normal-weight volunteers. The clutter magnitudes in figures 8 and 9 are somewhat consistent with the clinical observations, especially near the proximal bladder wall. More volunteers in each BMI category are needed to determine the relationship between BMIs and the appearance of clutter in ultrasound images.
v. CONCLUSION
Clutter is an inherent property of many ultrasound images. It degrades contrast and corrupts diagnostic information. In this paper, we derived an analytical expression for contrast degradation due to clutter and compared analytical results to the measured contrast in a bladder phantom with and without a clutter-producing layer. Contour plots and graphs derived from contour-plot data were used to quantitatively assess clutter magnitudes in simulated, phantom, and in vivo data. The simulations were performed to determine clutter magnitudes under ideal imaging conditions. Clutter magnitudes were less than ideal in fundamental and harmonic phantom and in vivo images.
The low clutter magnitudes measured in the simulated data indicate that the beamformer' s PSF, under ideal imaging conditions, is not a significant source of clutter. The similarities between in vivo images and phantom images with the clutter-producing layer suggest that near-field layers are a more significant source of clutter.
Clinicians have observed that clutter is more apparent in overweight or obese individuals. Due to the limited sample size of overweight and obese individuals, we are not able to draw conclusive remarks about the correlation between BMIs and clutter magnitudes in obese, overweight, and normal-weight volunteers.
